Linda Montano interviews Lorraine
O’Grady for the Ritual section of
her projected book, Performance
Artists Talking. June 1986*

Montano’s questions on “ritual” cast interesting light on the connection
between O’Grady’s early life and her performances. The unedited
transcript of the interview contains answers in greater depth on Mlle
Bourgeoise Noire and Nefertiti/Devonia Evangeline.

Montano: What were your childhood rituals?
O’Grady: When I was born, my mother was thirty-seven and
my only sister was eleven. I guess I came along just when my
mother was imagining that she way about to become free, and
the feeling that I was an afterthought, that I wasn’t really
wanted, was somehow always conveyed to me.
Because I was unhappy in my family and, even then,
dissatisfied with my culture, which I still see as provincial in an
unattractive way. I began very early to reject the rituals offered
me and to think up others. At family picnics, for instance, I would
be ten years younger than any of my cousins. Everybody else
would be having a great time playing and kidding around, while I
would just be bored. Even though I participated in some of the
happy times, like Christmas and Thanksgiving, I always had this
feeling that these occasions weren’t for me, that they were for
the real family.
I think that what I unconsciously began to do was to search
out rituals that wouldn’t interest my family, in particular my
immediate family, at all. . . like going to church. Most people’s
rebellion takes the form of rejecting their family’s church, but
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mine was the reverse. My parents were generically Episcopalian
because they were middle-class British West Indians who never
went to church, except for funerals and weddings. They thought
all that kind of socializing too simple, almost lower class. Perhaps
I did, too, because that wasn’t the part of church that attracted
me. What I liked were the rituals and the idea of belief in God.
While everyone else hung around the house on Sundays, I
sought out the most ritualized Episcopal church I could find in
Boston, not the West Indian parish, which was very Protestant
and low church, but one that was so high church as to be almost
indistinguishable from Catholic. By the time I was fourteen I
didn’t just go on Sundays; in Lent I went to mass every morning
before going to school. When I look back, I think that what I was
doing as a child and what I continue to do as an adult is to define
myself by those rituals I accepted and those I rejected.
By late adolescence, the rituals had less to do with things
like family and church and more to do with the outside world. At
sixteen there was the birthday party. I didn’t want a birthday
party. I wanted a formal sit-down dinner. At seventeen there was
the cotillion. The two most prestigious black social clubs each
sponsored an annual cotillion, and both invited me, but by that
time, my passion of rejecting the usual rituals was already
established. I seemed to be the only girl from that social set who
didn’t come out that year. A year later at college, the expected
bids to join the two nationwide black sororities, Alpha Kappa
Alpha and Delta Sigma Theta, came in. Even though my sister
had been president of the Boston chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha,
and everyone assumed I would go AKA, I didn’t. I refused to
have anything to do with that sort of thing. The irony is, here I’d
refused the cotillion, refused the sorority, but when I created Mlle
Bourgeoise Noire, a satirical international beauty pageant winner
with a gown and cape made of one hundred eighty pairs of white
gloves, she was described by critics as a debutante. I guess I
was doing those rituals in my own way in my art later on, but
distanced, as anti-rituals. They have nothing to do with nostalgia
or an acknowledged longing but are more critical modes of attack
than of participation. But who knows? They could be a longing
that doesn’t know its own name!

Montano: Did you go through a traditional art school
education before this character emerged?
O’Grady: I’d had an exceptionally traditional and elitist
education, which I had to work hard to rid myself of in order to
become an artist. I went to Girls Latin School in Boston, where I
had to study six years of Latin and three of ancient history, and
then to Wellesley College, where I majored in economics. After
graduating, I worked in the Bureau of Labor Statistics in
Washington and then at the Department of State. Altogether I
was an officer in the U.S. government for five years, at which
point the disparity between who I was and what I was doing
became so great that I had to quit, and I have never held a fulltime job since. I left Washington to write a novel, but my
technical skills and my understanding of art were so limited, I
wasn’t able to do anything remotely like that. It took a long time
to find out what I wanted to do, what I could do, and I
discovered it in a very accidental way.
About twelve years ago I left a second marriage and came
to New York as the girlfriend of a big-time rock music exec. In
order not to be just his girlfriend, I began writing rock criticism
and feature articles, first for the Village Voice and then for Rolling
Stone. I guess you could say I had a meteoric career. My very
first piece was the cover story of the Voice. A few weeks later, I
was traveling in private jets with top rock bands. It was weird; I
wasn’t making any money, was living in this sixth-floor walk-up
in Chelsea, but every day, a chauffeur-driven limousine would
pick me up to take me to some glamorous place that other
people would kill for. Within six months I was totally frustrated
and bored. I knew that life would just be the same old same-old.
Then my life completely changed. A friend of mine was
teaching at the School of Visual Arts and was so involved in a
breakup with his girlfriend, he couldn’t handle all of his classes.
He called me to find out if I would take one of them, a first-year
English course, and I said, “Fantastic!” It was a way out of this
crazy world where I was a forty-year-old rock groupie. But when
I went to SVA, at first I was dislocated. Here I’d gone to
Wellesley, a four-hundred-acre campus designed by Frederick
Law Olmsted, the richest women’s college in America, and SVA

looked like a bombed-out factory. Yet there was such incredible
energy there. I through myself into my teaching, learned
everything I could to relate to those students, whom I found
wonderful.
That first week, I went to the Eighth Street Bookstore to
look for books on visual art. The first book that attracted me
looked like no other I’d seen before. It was a small-format book,
wider than it was high, and had a strange red cover totally filled
with print. It was Lucy Lippard’s Six Years: The Dematerialization
of the Art Object. It was the first art book I ever read, and it
totally changed my life. It was an almost artless chronological
catalog of documents and events, and I’m sure Lucy never
anticipated that someone would read the book from cover to
cover, but I did. By the time I finished that history of the
conceptual art movement and all its subgenres—performance art,
body art, earth art, and so on—I said to myself, “I can do that,
and what’s more, I know I can do it better than most of the
people who are doing it.” You see, I was always having those
ideas, but I didn’t know what to do with them. I didn’t know they
could be art, and until then, I hadn’t been in a position, in an
intellectual milieu to discover it. After that, the struggle became
focused: to discover what my art was, where it came from in me.
Several years after that discovery and consequently
undertaking the journey within, I felt ready to go outside. I didn’t
have anything specific yet, but I knew I was ready. I went to the
opening of an exhibit at P.S. 1 called African American
Abstraction. I’d seen it advertised in the newspaper, and it
interested me. When I got there I was blown away. The galleries
and corridors were filled with black people who all looked like me,
people who were interested in advanced art, whose faces
reflected a kind of awareness that excited me. For the first half
hour of the opening I was overwhelmed by the possibilities of a
quality of companionship I hadn’t imagined existed. But then I
settled down intellectually and became quite critical. By the time
I left, I was disappointed because I felt the art on exhibit, as
opposed to the people, had been too cautious—that it had been
art with white gloves on.

Then when I went down to Just Above Midtown to work as a
volunteer helping to open their new space, I began to associate
with some of the artists whose work had been in the P.S. 1
exhibit. I wanted to tell them what I’d felt, but in an artistic way.
One afternoon, on my way from SVA to JAM, I was walking
across Union Square. That was before the square had been
urban-renewed; it was still incredibly filthy and druggy. As I
entered the park—perhaps to get away from its horrible reality—
a vision came to me. I saw myself completely covered in white
gloves. That’s how my persona Mlle Bourgeoise Noire was born.
It was a total vision, and by the time I emerged from the park,
three blocks later, it was complete. The only element I added
after that was her white whip. I understood that the gloves were
a symbol of internalized oppression, but knew I needed a symbol
of the external oppression, which was equally real. The whip
came that evening when I got home.
Montano: Did the character have a script?
O’Grady: Well, JAM’s opening was to be in three weeks, and
that was when she would have to appear. I spent most of that
time going to every thrift shop in New York buying white gloves:
it was very important to me that the gloves should have been
worn by women who had actually believed in them. Then I had to
make them into the gown and cape. I didn’t have much time to
think about the script, but I knew I wanted her to shout out a
poem that would embody the response to African American
Abstraction, that black art should take more risks. An adaptation
of a poem by Leon Gontran Damas, a black poet from French
Guiana who was part of the Négritude movement in Paris in the
thirties came quickly to me. Damas was a mulatto in revolt
against his bourgeois black background, and his poem was
perfect, although I made it address bourgeois black art.
Montano: As a form of protest?
O’Grady: Traditionally, and certainly when I was growing up in
the forties and fifties, bourgeois black life has been geared to
gaining acceptance in the white world, to securing recognition
from it. It’s not so much a desire to be part of, to actually
socialize in the white world—most blacks would find that quite

boring, dead, not fun—but to be acknowledged as really equal.
The problem is that, in the desire for materialistic parity with the
white world and the psychological need for recognition from it,
the real essences of internal culture have too often been left
slighted, undeveloped, and unexplored. Measures of success are
defined by the white world, and styles of being and behavior are
inept adaptations of white styles instead of developments of
original black personal and cultural modes. Of course, this is a far
greater danger for the upwardly mobile black middle class than it
is for the still almost totally isolated lower class, who have fewer
barriers to the development of authentic style—except those
invariably presented by the corruption of the mass media. Mlle
Bourgeoise Noire was a response to a perceived need for internal
development, the kind that can only be achieved through
willingness to risk failure.
Montano: How did the character progress?
O’Grady: I don’t think she has fully developed, and I am still
searching for ways to make her more accessible. She grew out of
the black middle class, and her original message was for them.
But her next appearance was at the New Museum, at the opening
of what she called the “Nine White” Persona show, to which she
was not invited. There she was protesting not just those passive
black artists who accept their own marginalization, but white
curators who do not feel they have to look beyond a small circle
of friends. The appearance at the New Museum and the one at
JAM were alike in that they were guerrilla actions in which,
uninvited and unexpected, she invaded a space to give a
message that presumably would be painful to hear. I will always
admire Linda Bryant, JAM’s “black bourgeois” founder-director,
for not only listening, but receiving thoughtfully my criticism of
an activity she was deeply involved in.
Only two months after Mlle. Bourgeoise Noire’s invasion of
Bryant’s space, I was invited to represent JAM as the
performance artist in a show called Dialogue. I’ve been interested
in Egyptology for a long time, and coincidentally, the day the call
from Linda came, I had just bought a book called Nefertiti. When
she asked what I would do as a performance, I looked at the
book in my hand and said, never having thought of it previously

“I’m going to do a piece called Nefertiti/Devonia Evangeline.”
Devonia Evangeline was my sister’s name, and the piece would
be about her death as the result of an abortion, so the piece had
feminist overtones. But for me its main political import was the
placing of images on the screen that focused on the physical
resemblances of a black American and an ancient Egyptian
family. Egyptology has always been such a racist discipline.
Because of Western European attitudes and policies, so ingrained
a to be hardly thought-out, ancient Egypt has always been
denied as belonging to Africa. For instance, I will never forget
that when I was a little girl in the third grade in the early forties
in one of those old-fashioned schools where the maps got pulled
down over the blackboards during the geography lessons, when
we had our lesson on Africa and the teacher pulled down the map
and pointed at it to our class of twenty-five kids, all but two or
three of whom were white, she said quite blithely and
unreflectively, “Children, this is Africa except for this”—the long
wooden pointer touched Egypt. “This is Egypt,” she said, “and it
isn’t in Africa but in the Middle East.” The worst of it is that this is
the way Egypt has always been presented, even at the most
sophisticated museum levels. It has only really been since the
sixties and the breakup of the empire, combined with the
knowledge explosion, that there has been something of a revision
of imperialist intellectual attitudes, but it takes generations to get
an idea out of currency. Even now, when I did this performance
in the eighties, it was revolutionary and, perhaps, arrogant to put
those images up on the screen. Putting a picture of Nefertiti
beside my sister was a political action.
Montano: And that performance was an action by Mlle.
Bourgeoise Noire?
O’Grady: I wasn’t aware of it at the time. It wasn’t until a few
years later that I began to realize that everything I did in art was
done by her. The “Black and White Show,” which I curated at
Kenkeleba Gallery, with 28 artists, half of them black, half white,
and all the work in black and white. And then “Art Is. . .”, a
parade float I put in the Harlem Afro-American Day Parade the
biggest black parade in America. I wanted to give the people on
7th Avenue an experience of advanced black art, and since I
couldn’t mount actual artworks, because a float has a maximum

of one-and-a-half to three minutes viewing time, I had to aim,
instead, for the art experience. With my collaborators Richard
DeGussi and George Mingo, I mounted a nine by fifteen-foot
empty, old-fashioned gold frame, so that as it passed, everything
it framed was art. I had it accompanied by fifteen black dancers
and actors dressed in white an carrying empty old frames with
which they “framed” people on the parade route. The amazing
thing is that those black lay people actually got it. They would
shout: “That’s right! That’s what art is! We’re the art.” And:
“Frame me! Make me art!”
Montano: Is your mother’s illness releasing in your
character a new way?
O’Grady: Today I’m leaving on a trip to Boston, not just to see
her but to prepare to work on something which needs Boston to
feed it. I know that going back to Boston for the summer is not
just about taking care of my mother but about going back to the
source. I also know that her illness has released a lot on me. It’s
released tenderness, and the ability to take care of someone,
which isn’t a role I’ve ever imagined myself successful in. It’s
evoking all those things, and I sense that the trip is going to
release incredible creative energy.

